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departmeNt profiLe: cUNY edGe

CUNY EDGE Program (formerly known as C.O.P.E) provides information and support services to students in degree programs who 
are receiving cash public assistance or who fall within the Federal Poverty Level. Nota Bene spoke with the program director, Bar-
bara Martin, who gave some additional insight into the program.

What are the specific requirements for students who may want to utilize CUNY EDGE Program services?
• Must receive cash public assistance benefits
• Must be currently enrolled in a degree program at Bronx Community College

What are the support services available to students?
• Social services support and individual/personal counseling
• Free use of laptops 
• Study groups
• Peer mentorship
• Guaranteed priority registration
• Internships, scholarships and opportunity programs
• Academic and professional development seminars
• Tutoring Services

Tell us about your recent success stories.
• The COPE Mitsui Scholarship for academic year 2016-2017 was awarded to Ms. Fatima Doumbouya for the amount of $4896 

and Ms. Stacey-Ann Gibson for the amount of $4896.  
• Four students from our program were selected for the New York University- Community College Opportunity Transfer Program 

(CCOTP) each receiving $32,000 in scholarship monies. (Robert Cabrera, Bianca Matires, Andre Christie, Lucy Cabrera).  

“the new program cUNY edGe is supporting 
our public assistance cash recipients to focus 
on education and feeling successful in their 

journey to higher education.”

messaGe from BarBara martiN, project director of cUNY edGe

CUnY eDGe Has Finally Arrived

A college degree is the foundation for economic security and self-sufficiency.  There have been numerous 
research studies that have proved having a college degree makes one more marketable to enter the job 
force.  The new program CUNY EDGE is supporting our public assistance cash recipients to focus on edu-
cation and feeling successful in their journey to higher education.

CUNY EDGE Staff will assist students to graduate from college on timely basis.  Our strong message is to 
focus on academic success.  We are changing our mission and vision and we are committed to make sure 
our students are prepared to enter the 21st Century.

CUnY eDGe Mission & Vision

MISSION:  Is to help CUNY students who are receiving cash assistance achieve academic excellence, graduate on time whether they 
finish two year of four year college and find employment.

VISION:  Is to provide our students with the best comprehensive support and services that will help them achieve academic success, 
a sustainable career and a brighter future.
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Alex’s Corner dr. alexander ott

REMEDIATION AND PLACEMENT

Remediation and placement testing are hot topics—not only at CUNY, but at many university systems across the country. 
In some states, reform efforts have even moved into the political sphere, with state legislatures imposing changes on 
public institutions. The state of Florida, for example, passed a law recently that requires students be given the option 
to bypass remedial classes even if their placement scores indicate that they are needed. See recent coverage in Inside 
Higher Ed at https://goo.gl/SRteQg.

New York State is not, to my knowledge, considering anything similar—at least not yet. However, there are changes 
underway at the university level at both SUNY and CUNY in regard to remediation. I’ll focus here on what affects BCC and our students most 
directly: The CUNY policy changes announced over the past six months. CUNY has made changes in multiple aspects of placement/remediation 
policies, many of which are based on the recommendations of the CUNY Task Force on Developmental Education. The changes in math are 
particularly notable, and are expected to result in fewer students needing remedial math courses. Additionally, CUNY requires the development 
of an alternative non-algebra-intensive math pathway for some students who do need remediation: in particular, an opportunity to complete a 
credit-bearing college math course with corequisite support (e.g., additional developmental hours). The anticipated impact of changes to reading/
writing is less clear, though it seems likely that students will exit remediation more quickly, on average. Placement exams are changing as well: 
the exam used for Reading and Mathematics has been changed from the COMPASS to the ACCUPLACER, effective for the spring 2017 semester 
(the former exam is being discontinued by ACT). The placement test for Writing remains the CATW. For more details on the changes, please see 
the summary memo at this link: https://goo.gl/hQy6PW.

Multiple areas at BCC are grappling with the implementation of the new policies, from the academic departments to Testing, IT, and Scheduling. 
While everyone will do their best to ensure a successful transition, there will be challenges. I am confident, though, that changes will help more 
of our students persist and graduate. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at alexander.ott@bcc.cuny.edu. 

“remediation and placement testing are hot topics—not only at cUNY,  
but at many university systems across the country. “

tHe Center For teACHinG, leArninG AnD teCHnoloGY mark Lennerton

A FEW FAQs ANSWERED ABOUT CTLT

Q:  CTLT has “Teaching, Learning & Technology” in its title.  What does CTLT offer faculty in terms of professional 
development with regard to these terms.
A:  The short answer is CTLT offers Faculty Development Programs (FDPs) and Faculty Interest Groups (FIGs) 
that support faculty pursuits in refreshing or increasing their pedagogical acumen in teaching and learning, and 
where practical, leveraging technology to assist in the teaching-learning moment.

The longer answer is, FDPs are formal, faculty led seminars.  They generally have an annual cohort of around 15 
participating faculty.  There is a workshop week of instruction and discussion (usually 3-4 full days, either during the winter intersession 
or in early June) followed by monthly meetings throughout the following semester (usually on a Friday).  The repetition of meetings 
builds collegiality and new found resources within the cohorts.  Whenever possible the participants are remunerated for their efforts.  

All seminars require the production of deliverables which ultimately provide the participating faculty with course content, materials or 
experience beneficial to faculty duties.  With anticipation for 2017, the following seminars will be offered:
• New Faculty Seminar (NFS) – A yearlong seminar for newly hired fulltime faculty 
• Online Course Development (OCD) – Coming in the summer 2017
• Podcasting & Flipped Classroom Techniques (PFCT) – Coming in the summer 2017
• Certification in Writing Across the Curriculum (C-WAC) – Under development for winter 2017

On the other hand FIGs are far less formal groups that meet to share ideas and techniques and to foster collaborative scholarship in 
specific areas of teaching and learning.  Anyone can start a FIG, and with sufficient interest FIGs can grow into influential groups or even 
into faculty development programs.  Most FIGs meet once a month.  While FIGs are faculty led, CTLT provides venue, administrative and 
technical assistance where needed.  Here are a few of the most popular FIGs.
• 3D @ BCC – Fostering 3D printing into the curriculum
• Authors’ Series – Hosting published authors at BCC for insight and discussion
• Digital Humanities (DH) – Fostering digital humanities into the curriculum
• Teaching, Learning & Technology Roundtable (TLTR) -- Discussions regarding educational technologies at BCC
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WritinG-ACross-tHe-CUrriCUlUM dr. swan Kim

WRITING FELLOWS FOR YOUR WRITING INTENSIVE (WI) COURSE

Are you teaching a Writing Intensive (WI) course in Spring 2017? Would you like to see better student writing 
in your class? Contact the WAC Coordinator, Swan Kim, at Swan.Kim@bcc.cuny.edu to have a Writing Fellow 
assigned for your WI course. Priority will be given to faculty teaching a WI course for the first time and for WI 
courses we can best support with our resources. 

Writing Fellows are CUNY Graduate Center PhD candidates from various disciplines and are trained in Writ-
ing-Across-the-Curriculum pedagogy. Please visit our website for individual bios of 2016-2017 Bronx Community 
College Writing Fellows: http://tiny.cc/rtqb5x

 If you partner with one of our Writing Fellows, our Writing Fellows can:
• consult with faculty on designing Writing Intensive syllabus and assignments, developing low-stakes writing exercises, implement-

ing effective assessment tools, and improving the quality of student work
• consult with students by offering in-class workshops, small group sessions, and tutorial services

However, our Writing Fellows cannot: 
• teach class (though they can provide 20-minute in-class workshops) 
• grade papers 
• attend class on a regular basis
• assist in research (unless it is WAC-related)
• provide personal services

What the faculty are saying about working with Writing Fellows…
“The mini-lesson by the Fellow gave clarity to students on aspects of writing, like thesis and interpretation.”
“The assignment following the Fellow’s lesson was changed from being somewhat ‘passive’ to becoming more ‘active’ after the interface 
with WAC.”
“Talking with students was helpful; my interaction with the Writing Fellow regarding the course was also helpful; the comments on the 
course syllabi and assignments was also of great utility.”

“Really enjoyed collaboration on selected assignments, having students work directly with a fellow (who was excellent rather than very 
satisfactory), sharing pedagogy on writing practice, and the comfort of knowing I was sending my students to a fellow whom I knew - I 
understood their approach, personality, desired learning outcomes. It was effective to have the fellow and I both present in class, and 
then respond directly to student writing with me in class as we checked midterm introductions, and then have students follow up with 
the fellow on subsequent assignments.”

“The WAC fellow developed an excellent assignment for our program and presented to the student participants.”

“The WAC fellow is quite experienced and has very creative ideas. She works hard and really listens to faculty and helps them design 
activities for exactly what they need.”

Q:  Are there any other opportunities for faculty development or training at the CTLT?
A:  Yes.  The Center also conducts two to three workshops per week on various topics.  They generally last 60 to 90 minutes in duration.  
Workshops include, but are not limited to the following:
• Blackboard and many of its specific features
• e-Portfolio
• MS Office components for faculty(Excel, Outlook, Office & PowerPoint)
• Google Docs & Drive
• BCC’s classroom technologies (Epson Brightlink projectors, SCANTONs)
The Center even offers one-on-one assistance if you can’t make one of the above workshops or just have a few questions.

Q:  Where can faculty get more information?
A:  Anyone can come to Colston room 226 for a quick question or simply call x3142 to save themselves a trip.  Our CTLT webpages are 
undergoing a makeover but more information can also be found at http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/CTLT/.  

“talking with students was helpful; my interaction with the Writing fellow 
regarding the course was also helpful; the comments on the course syllabi  

and assignments was also of great utility.”
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sCHolArlY ACtiVities in GeospAtiAl teCHnoloGY
Since 2010, a team of faculty and students led by Professor Sunil Bhaskaran of BCC’s Chemistry and Chem-
ical Technology Department have been developing a series of scholarly activities in geospatial technology. 
These activities range from demonstrations, information sessions and seminars, focused undergraduate 
research, presentations to academic departments and senior administrators, peer-reviewed publications 
in journals, and conference proceedings. These activities have particularly focused on undergraduate re-
search by BCC students and are helping to create institutional realization about the potential and promise 
that geospatial technology holds for developing workforce skills in this emerging area of study in the 
United States. 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-Cooperative Remote Sensing Science & Technolo-
gy Center (NOAA-CREST) institute, formed in 2001 by a consortium of colleges, including Bronx Communi-
ty College and led by City College of New York, were awarded funding by NOAA in 2001.  A memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) was signed by Provost Dr. Claudia Schrader and Dr. Reza Khanbilvardi, Director and 

Senior Vice President of NOAA-CREST, on October 3rd, 2014, which led to the creation and launch of the BCC Geospatial Center of the 
CUNY CREST Institute or BGCCCI http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/geospatial/ . 

On the MOU the BCC center is described as a satellite under the already established CUNY’s CREST Institute http://crest.cuny.edu/. A 
ribbon-cutting event was held at the state-of-the-art Geospatial Computing Center located in Meister Hall, BCC. The event was attended 
by guests from BCC’s senior administrators, deans, faculty and staff, NASA, NOAA, NOAA-CREST Institute, IBM, the City of Townsville, 
Australia, and several other dignitaries. http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/geospatial/?p=gccci-Photo-gallery-grand-opening. 

Affiliated faculty at Bronx Community College Geospatial Center of the CUNY CREST Institute (BGCCCI)  have helped to promote geo-
spatial education and research by working collaboratively in designing new curricula in Geographic Information Systems (GIS 11) and 
Remote Sensing (GIS 12).  Since these courses were first offered in fall 2015 a total of 152 BCC students have enrolled in them. A new 
Associate’s degree (Associate in Applied Sciences/A.A.S.) in geospatial technology is being designed for BCC students that will act as 
a terminal degree. The proposed A.A.S. in geospatial technology will give BCC students competitive workforce development skills that 
will enable them to compete for internships and careers in the high-growth geospatial industry. Affiliated faculty at BGCCCI have also 
authored geospatial text books that are based on a place-based approach which has promoted spatial thinking and cognition. Affiliated 
faculty also have a high success ratio in securing funding from federal and private sectors. They have delivered many workshops to 
participants from the K-20 institutions including the nation’s largest urban dual programs, College Now and 
CUNY Collaborative programs. 

Additionally, BGCCCI has developed strong links with the geospatial industry to design new course cur-
ricula and to develop geospatial internships and career pathways.  BGCCCI boasts interns from New York 
University, Pratt Institute, York College, Stony Brook College, City College of New York, the United Nations 
and many other reputed institutions. The center has developed strong collaborations in research with the 
University of Missouri, University of Nebraska, Townsville (Australia) and Dubuque (Iowa) through IBM’s 
smarter cities – a global initiative to design sustainable projects. 

The founding director of BGCCCI, Professor Sunil Bhaskaran, has been serving on the NYC Mayor’s Com-
mittee on Urban Heat Island mitigation since 2013 and was recently featured in CUNY NEWS channel’s 
American Dream Machine. Professor Bhaskaran was been honored on four different occasions (2014-2016) 
by the university for outstanding research and service to the university. BGCCCI is currently developing a CUNY WIDE geospatial proj-
ect and is committed to support the University’s forthcoming Geographic Information Systems summit that will be held March 3, 2017. 

dr. BhasKaraN WorKiNG 
With a stUdeNt.

stUdeNt at WorK.

Did You Know?
Gis 11 introduction to Geographic information 
systems and Gis 12 introduction to remote 

sensing both fulfill the scientific requirement 
in the pathways flexible core. 
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sCHolArlY AnD CreAtiVe WorKs AnD pUBliCAtions
SChOLARLY AND CREATIVE WORkS

William de Jong-Lambert (History), chaired a panel at the VII International Conference of the Euro-
pean History of Science Society in Prague, The Czech Republic, September 22-24, 2016, where he also 
presented a paper explaining why the Russian word “Лысенковщина” (Lysenkovschina) has no English 
equivalent. 

Seth Offenbach (History) presented his paper “Mourning a Loss: Conservative Support for Ngo Ding 
Diem” at the Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations Conference in San Diego, California, 
June 24, 2016.

kate Culkin and Jordi Getman-Eraso (History) presented on “Group Work and Metacognition: Helping 
Students Understand the Work of the Disciplines Through Collaborative Textual Analysis on ePortfolio” 
at the AAEEBL-CRA International Conference, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland, June 6-8, 
2016. 

Rajendra Gharbaran (Biological Sciences) and Stephen Redenti were the recipients of a 2016-17 CUNY 
Community College Grant titled “Cytostatic effects of therapeutic perturbation of vitamin D receptor sig-
naling in B cell malignant lymphomas.” and was an invited speaker at the Lehman College/CUNY Seminar 
Series, October 17, 2016, titled ““Molecular pathology of high risk, unfavorable Hodgkin’s lymphoma.”

___________________________________

PUBLICATIONS

Atamturktur, Seher, “Effectiveness of Problem Based-Learning on Student Performance in Mastering Difficult Concepts in an Introduc-
tory Anatomy and Physiology Course.” In Vivo, Vol 38(1): 4-15, Fall 2016. 

Gharbaran, Rajendra, “Insights into the molecular roles of heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs-syndecans) in autocrine and para-
crine growth factor signaling in the pathogenesis of Hodgkin’s lymphoma.” Tumor Biology.  Vol. 37(9): 11573-11588, Sep, 2016.  

hardman, Elizabeth, “Conflicts, Confessions, and Contracts: Diocesan Justice in Late Fifteenth-Century Carpentras.” Leiden, Nether-
lands, and Boston, USA: Brill, 2016.
 
Juechter, J. and Schwartz, Sam, (2016) “College in Prison Works.” The Huffington Post, retrieved from http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
entry/college-in-prison-works_us_581905fee4b07c97c1c5059f?nprcj8k6ylf3nxw29#comments

Robinson, Chris., Ritzman, Terrence B., Terhune, Claire E., and Gunz, Philipp. “Mandibular ramus shape of Australopithecus sediba 
suggests a single variable species.” Journal of Human Evolution 100: 54-56, Nov 2016 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhevol.2016.09.002

Rodriguez, Victor., Baez, Annecy.,and Suarez-Espinal, Cynthia. “College Student Inventory Overall Risk and Persistence for First Year 
Students in College Discovery Program at Bronx Community College” HETS Journal online. Volume VII, Fall Issue (2016).

Viner, kevin Martillo, (2016) “Second-Generation NYC Bilinguals’ Use of the Spanish Subjunctive in Obligatory Contexts.”  Spanish in 
Context. Vol 13:3:343-370. 

“If you have a garden and a library, you have everything you need.”
- Marcus Tullius Cicero
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facULtY aNd staff
nUrsinG AnD AllieD HeAltH sCienCes

refLectiNG BacK aNd LooKiNG forWard
professor GeraLdiNe BUrGhart

Professor Geraldine (Geri) Burghart has been with BCC for over twenty years where she 
has taught Radiological Technology in the Nursing and Allied health Sciences Department. 
Professor Burghart will be going on Travia leave in January for the spring semester and will 
officially retire at the end of this academic year. 
 
Please describe your teaching philosophy. 
Because the RAD Tech Program is 24 months in length, the faculty have an extended opportu-
nity to influence and shape its graduates. Since I have been responsible for the clinical aspect 
of our student’s education, I would say that my teaching philosophy focuses on student’s learn-
ing styles, challenging their strengths and mentoring their weaknesses. I teach by example, 
focusing on quality patient care and sound critical thinking.
 

What advice would you give to an aspiring Allied health Sciences educator?
Transition from the clinical arena to education is a challenge, mostly economic. But the oppor-

tunity to change lives, instill confidence, and provide graduates with a profession has been extremely rewarding. 
 

What is your outlook on higher education and the Allied health Sciences?
I believe that in the near future we will see that a Bachelor’s Degree in Radiologic Technology and all Imaging Sciences will be an educa-
tional minimum. As part of the 64 credits needed for our AAS Degree, our students do 1600 hours of clinical practice. The value of this 
academic and clinical effort, in addition to the role we play as part of the healthcare team, should be recognized at a higher academic 
level.
 

Thinking back to the beginning of your career and flashing forward to the present, what are the most surprising changes in tech-
nology you have witnessed?
 I began my career in 1971 at the tail end of developing x-rays in wet tanks. We have transitioned from dark rooms to digital imaging. 
However, the most significant change has been development of imaging systems that have allowed us to reduce radiation to patients 
while acquiring multi planar imaging via CT and MRI. The most incredible change is the ability to digitally share images and provide doc-
tors with the information that allows them to perform procedures that were previously highly invasive, with minimal impact to patients. 
Specializing in modalities like Mammography, CT, MRI and Interventional Radiology has expanded the field and provided many more 
professional opportunities to technologists.
 

Reflecting on your time at BCC, what are you most proud of?
I am most proud of the reputation of the BCC Radiologic Technology Program and being part of an extremely dedicated team of Radio-
logic Technology faculty who have changed the lives of more than 600 graduates, who are gainfully employed at many of the health 
care institutions in our area. 

“i am most proud of the reputation of the Bcc 
radiologic technology program and being part of an 
extremely dedicated team of radiologic technology 

faculty who have changed the lives of more than 600 
graduates, who are gainfully employed at many of the 

health care institutions in our area.”
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profiLes
AsAp

With asap siNce Year oNe
KathLeeN BettY Lecadre

kathleen LeCadre has been with ASAP since year one. As ASAP gears up for its ten year anniversary, 
Nota Bene sat with Ms. LeCadre to discuss her time with ASAP.

Prior to ASAP, you held another position here at BCC. What was it?
I worked as a Career Counselor for Career Development and Transfer Services at BCC.

Your current position has several similarities with your prior one. how do think ASAP distinguishes 
it?
Working for Career Services I provided assistance to any BCC student who came to me for Career guid-
ance. My focus was on assisting the students with a specific career related need. Needs such as writing 
resumes, and assisting them to obtain internships, and employment. I also planned and facilitated work-
shops and Career and Transfer Fairs.    

As the Career and Employment Specialist (CES) for the ASAP program I provide similar services but 
specifically for students in the ASAP program.

The ASAP students are required to meet with me at least twice per semester in person or by attending career workshops.  This system 
allows me to establish an ongoing relationship with the students and allows me to get to know and help the student overcome situations 
in their life that may be preventing them from completing their education.  One area that I help students with is immigration.  I devel-
oped a relationship with “The Door,” an organization that provides a number of services including legal and immigration assistance for 
young people.  I have referred more than thirty undocumented students to “The Door” for immigration help and so far fifteen students 
have obtained their green cards through the legal department at The Door!    

Thinking back to the beginning of your career with ASAP to the present, what are the most interesting changes you have witnessed?
ASAP is growing by leaps and bounds! We used to recruit and admit students once a year. We are now admitting students twice a year.  
Every year we add new majors to the existing curriculum to better attract and serve more students.  In order to serve the ever growing 
student population we had to hire more staff which created a lack of office space, and made it necessary for the program to relocate 
from Brown Annex to newly renovated quarters in Nichols Hall.  

Please share a student success story. 
I met Francine when she came to register for the ASAP program.  She was very self-assured, intelligent, and well spoken.  I had no 
problem recommending that she be accepted in the program.  When she was notified that she had been accepted for the program she 
called me to let me know that she was not sure if she would be able to attend BCC as she did not qualify for financial aid and had no 
way of paying tuition.  It was then that she shared with me that she was undocumented and living in a homeless shelter with her mother 
and three younger sisters. Prior to living in the shelter they had been living with relatives who asked them to leave because they could 
rent the room that her mother had been occupying for more money.  Francine was ready to withdraw from school and try to get a job 
off the books to help support the family. Luckily for Francine at the time she applied to ASAP we had an emergency scholarship for 
undocumented students that she qualified for. She would later receive another scholarship from The Museum of Natural History where 
she had done volunteer work while attending High School.  Both scholarships along with the benefits she received from ASAP (monthly 
metro card and book vouchers) were enough to get her through her first semester at BCC.

Francine’s family with the help of her church was eventually able to get a place of their own to live in and move out of the shelter. During 
the semester I referred Francine to “The Door” for assistance in obtaining her green card. Not only was she successful in getting her 
card but the attorney who handled her case was able to get green cards for her younger siblings as well.  Having her green card opened 
doors for her that she had never thought possible.  Francine became an ASAP leader, peer mentor and College Assistant while attending 
BCC. She graduated with honors and a 3.8GPA.

Her dream is to become a medical doctor.  After graduating Francine transferred to SUNY Plattsburg with financial aid and a scholarship.  
She completed her Bachelor of Science degree in June 2016. Francine is still at Plattsburg where she is completing a Master’s program 
and working on campus. She is still planning to go to medical school and is currently studying to take the MCAT’s.  I am sure that Fran-
cine will continue to do well and will succeed in accomplishing her dream of becoming a doctor.  
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sUBMission DUe DAte AnD GUiDelines

eveNts

Submissions for the next issue are due no later than February 3, 2017 and should be sent to Ms. L. Vicki Cedeno, loida.cedeno@bcc.cuny.edu.

• All text should be submitted in Microsoft Word
• Telephone and email information should be included with 

content 

• Accuracy is key: names, dates, awards, locations, titles should 
be clearly and accurately represented

• All submissions are subject to approval and editing

coNfereNce oN commUNitY 
coLLeGe exceLLeNce

BRONx COMMUNITY COLLEGE
jaNUarY 19th, 2017

the theme of this year’s conference is “Bridging the Gap: evidence-based practices that lead to 
reflection, redesign and transformation.” it will provide an opportunity for colleagues from BCC 
and CUnY colleges to present on research and activities that improve outcomes for our students 
by focusing on issues that impact student success, institutional capacity and service.

Deadline to register: sunday, December 18th, 2016. 
register here: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAipQlsfeFAKits537BHpbzbg0xrGxCVBgc-
st8f3oBiJA9lGw8awo3w/viewform

BridGiNG the Gap: 
EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICES THAT  
LEAD TO REFLECTION, REDESIGN AND 
TRANSFORMATION.

JAn roBertson, DireCtor oF tHe WritinG Center, 
stAnDs in Front oF An ADVertiseMent For A poet’s 
CAFe eVent FeAtUrinG AiMee HerMAn HelD on 
DeCeMBer 8tH. 

PRESIDENTIAL CONVERSATIONS:
This fall, all members of the BCC Community were invited to attend a 
series of conversations centered on Democracy, Freedom, and Social 
Justice: Policing and Profiling. BCC President’s Conversation Series 
was supported by the Office of the President and organized by BCC 
faculty. 

For suggestions of speakers and topics for the spring semester please 
contact Mara Lazda (History) mara.lazda@bcc.cuny.edu

“Democracy, Freedom, and Security: Reflecting on September 11th”
Wednesday, September 7 2:00 to 3:30pm RBSC 211.This year marked 
the 15th anniversary of the terrorist attacks on New York, Pennsylva-
nia, and Washington DC, which killed almost 3,000 people. Featured 
speakers, all of which were family members of September 11th victims 
were invited to share their stories and discuss how these attacks 
changed our understanding of democracy, freedom, and security. 
 

“Democracy, Freedom, and Social Justice: Policing and Profiling”
 Thursday October 20, 10:00 am to 12:00 pm, Law Classroom, Library 
(room 310)
Professor Dolores Jones-Brown, expert on policing and community re-
lationships led the series’ second conversation. Her book, Race, Crime 
and Punishment, won a New York Public Library award in 2001.  She 
is also the co-editor of:  The System in Black and White: Exploring the 
Connections between Race, Crime and Justice (Praeger, 2000) and 
Policing and Minority Communities: Bridging the Gap (Prentice Hall, 
2004). The conversation featured Kleaver Cruz, Black Lives Matter 
NYC Chapter member, creator of the Black Joy Project on Instagram, 
and director, The Future Project.

“Building Democracy: Reflecting on the Elections and Moving For-
ward”
Thursday November 17, 2:00 to 3:30pm Law Classroom, Library NL 314
What might democracy look like after such divisive political cam-
paigns? Professor Peter I. Rose, Sophia Smith Professor Emeritus of 
Sociology and Anthropology and Senior Fellow of the Kahn Liberal 
Arts Institute at Smith will reflected on questions of social exclusion 
and inclusion based on his long career that includes his book. They 
and We (Random House, 1964; Paradigm, 7th and 50th anniversary 
edition, 2014). Professor Rose’s analysis was followed by a workshop.

CONCERTS: 
Daniel Blake Trio in Concert
Wednesday, November 9, 12:00 to 2:00pm Gould Memorial Library 
Rotunda
This Brooklyn-based artist with a far and wide-ranging career that has 
included working with great artists as different as avant-garde guru 
Anthony Braxton and Grammy-winning jazz-pop star Esperanza Spal-
ding.  Blake, a Sunnyside recording artist, brings his eclectic ensemble 
to BCC for an exciting concert experience.  Coordinated by Dr. Anthony 

Gatto, Department of Art & Music, and supported by the Art & Music 
Fund of BCC, Inc.

Michael Rose and Stani Dimitrova in Concert                                                                     
Monday, November 28, 12:00 to 2:00pm Gould Memorial Library Au-
ditorium
BCC music faculty member Michael Rose, piano, and Stani Dimitrova, 
violin, performed an all 20th-century program, including works by 
Shostakovich, Schoenberg, Lutoslawski, and Janacek.  Coordinated by 
Dr. Anthony Gatto, Department of Art & Music, and supported by the 
Art & Music Fund of BCC, Inc.

ExhIBITIONS: 
Carlos Sampedro Exhibition:  Back to Basics 
Exhibition dates went through November 14th -30th, 2016, The Hall of 
Fame Art Gallery, Bliss Hall
In honor of CUNY Month, The Hall of Fame Art Gallery presented the 
work of artist Carlos Sampedro.  Bronx Community College graduate 
and Lehman College student, Sampedro is showcased a variety of 
works including drawings and large-scale paintings in an exhibition 
titled Back to Basics.  Inspired by the art of the Renaissance and Ba-
roque periods, he works in a lively, naturalistic style using traditional 
media.  Coordinated by Professor Mary Jo Ben-Nun and Dr. Andrea 
Ortuno, Department of Art & Music.

BCC Student Exhibition
Exhibition dates December 5, 2016 through Friday, December 16, 2016, 
The Hall of Fame Art Gallery, Bliss Hall
BCC celebrates the hard work, talent, and creativity of the digital arts 
students and invites the College community to the 2016 Student Exhi-
bition. Works from studio art, digital design, and music courses were 
featured.  Coordinated by Professor Mary Jo Ben-Nun and Dr. Andrea 
Ortuno, Department of Art & Music.
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